Did Climate Change–Induced Rainfall Trends Contribute to the Australian Millennium Drought?
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ABSTRACT

The Australian decade-long “Millennium Drought” broke in the summer of 2010/11 and was considered the most severe drought since instrumental records began in the 1900s. A crucial question is whether climate change played a role in inducing the rainfall deficit. The climate modes in question include the Indian Ocean dipole (IOD), affecting southern Australia in winter and spring; the southern annular mode (SAM) with an opposing influence on southern Australia in winter to that in spring; and El Niño–Southern Oscillation, affecting northern and eastern Australia in most seasons and southeastern Australia in spring through its coherence with the IOD. Furthermore, the poleward edge of the Southern Hemisphere Hadley cell, which indicates the position of the subtropical dry zone, has possible implications for recent rainfall declines in autumn. Using observations and simulations from phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5), it is shown that the drought over southwest Western Australia is partly attributable to a long-term upward SAM trend, which contributed to half of the winter rainfall reduction in this region. For southeast Australia, models simulate weak trends in the pertinent climate modes. In particular, they severely underestimate the observed poleward expansion of the subtropical dry zone and associated impacts. Thus, although climate models generally suggest that Australia’s Millennium Drought was mostly due to multi-decadal variability, some late-twentieth-century changes in climate modes that influence regional rainfall are partially attributable to anthropogenic greenhouse warming.

1. Introduction

Australia is one of the driest inhabited continents in the world, with a climate that is highly variable and which experiences seasonal-scale droughts with large interdecadal variability (Gallant et al. 2007). Australia is also influenced by several modes of seasonal-scale variability such as the Indian Ocean dipole (IOD), the southern annular mode (SAM), and El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO; e.g., Nicholls et al. 1996; Ashok et al. 2003; Hendon et al. 2007; Risbey et al. 2009; Ummenhofer et al. 2011; and references therein). The influence of these three dominant modes on Australia’s climate varies both regionally and seasonally. During the period between the mid-1990s and late 2000s, many Australian regions were plagued by concurrent severe droughts, which later became known as the Millennium Drought (e.g., Ummenhofer et al. 2009). One of the important questions is whether climate change played a role in this severe drought: was the Millennium Drought consistent with the response of the three dominant climate modes to climate change? This paper aims to provide an overarching review of the recent research that was stimulated by the recent drought, focusing on changes in rainfall.

a. Regional rainfall during the Millennium Drought

Significant rainfall declines have been observed throughout southern and eastern Australia since the mid-to-late twentieth century (CSIRO 2012a). These include a prominent reduction in mid-to-late autumn rainfall over southeast Australia (Fig. 1a; Cai et al. 2012; Murphy and Timbal 2008; Nicholls 2010) and a recent decade-long rainfall deficit in spring (Fig. 1c; Ummenhofer et al. 2009), a summer decline over eastern Queensland since the 1970s (Fig. 1d; Cai et al. 2010), and
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FIG. 1. Observed rainfall trend maps for (a) mid-to-late autumn (AM), (b) winter (JJA), (c) spring (SON), and (d) summer (DJFM) over 1950–2009. Trends are shaded with units of millimeters per day. Stippling indicates regions where the trends are statistically significant at the 95% level as determined by a two-sided t test. Boxes indicate the regions over which rainfall is averaged for the time series panels. Time series of rainfall anomalies (referenced to 1900–90 climatology) over 1910–2009 for southeast Australia (SEA) in (a); southwest Western Australia (SWWA) and eastern New South Wales (ENSW) in (b); SEA in (c); and southeast Queensland (SEQ) in (d). Time series are shown in black and the zero line is marked. A 5-yr running average is superimposed on time series in blue, and the dashed blue lines indicate the standard deviation of this running average. Trend lines and p values for 1950–2009 are shown in red.
a longer-term decline since the late 1960s in winter over
southwest Western Australia (SWWA; Fig. 1b; Cai and
Cowan 2006; Hope et al. 2006; Bates et al. 2008). However, it was the severe rainfall deficiencies during
the Millennium Drought (approximately 1995–2009)
that resulted in critical water shortages across southern
and eastern Australia, with unprecedentedly low water
levels in many regions leading to strict water restrictions.
Facing the possibility of running out of water, many
states opted to build water desalination plants to secure
long-term water supply, in addition to a substantial
short-term investment in water tanks and in research on
water recycling, reuse, and storm water harvesting (e.g.,
CSIRO 2012b).

Over southeast Australia, the largest rainfall decrease
is in autumn (April–May) and is statistically significant
[Fig. 1a(i); p value < 0.01], with sustained declines
during the drought period (Cai et al. 2012). If trends are
taken over successive decades (1960 or 1970; not
shown), they remain significant, which suggests that the
onset of the rainfall reduction commenced long before
the Millennium Drought, following on from an anoma-
Dally wet multidecade period beginning in the 1950s.
The decline during the Millennium Drought is part of the
long-term decline. The autumn rainfall reduction is
accompanied by local rising mean sea level pressure
(MSLP; Larsen and Nicholls 2009; Hope et al. 2010;
Nicholls 2010). The exact cause of the autumn decrease,
however, remains contentious; the decrease in May ac-
counts for more than 50% of the total autumn trend and
may be affected by ENSO variability and a long-term
Indian Ocean warming pattern that shifts and weakens
southern Australian rain-bearing systems (Cai and
Cowan 2008). Late autumn rainfall is also influenced by
a weakening of the subtropical storm track due to the
decreasing baroclinic instability of the subtropical jet
and increasing instability in the polar latitudes (Frederiksen
and Cowan 2013a) and a poleward shift of the ocean–atmosphere
circulation (Cai and Cowan 2013a). The well-documented
grease expansion of the subtropical dry zone (Fu et al.
2006; Hu and Fu 2007; Seidel et al. 2008; Johanson and Fu
2009; Lucas et al. 2012), particularly during April–May, is
shown to account for much of the autumn rainfall reduction
across southeast Australia (Cai et al. 2012).

Throughout SWWA, a 20% reduction in winter
rainfall since the late 1960s (e.g., Smith et al. 2000) has
led to a significant drop in inflow of more than 50% into
the region’s water catchments. Following the late 1960s
step change in rainfall, a further decline was observed
during the Millennium Drought period [Fig. 1b(ii)].
Over 1950–2009 the trend is not significant (p value >
0.05), reflecting the nature of the rainfall decline, which
is not purely linear, but rather a step transition from one
rainfall regime to another (Hope et al. 2010). In 2010,
SWWA experienced its driest winter since records be-
gan in 1900 (Bureau of Meteorology 2010a; Cai et al.
2011b). The rainfall decline, along with a reduction in
extreme rainfall events (Li et al. 2005), has been linked
to multidecadal variability (Cai et al. 2005), changes in
large-scale MSLP (Bates et al. 2008), a poleward shift in
synoptic systems (Hope et al. 2006), changes in baro-
clinity (Frederiksen and Frederiksen 2007; Frederiksen
et al. 2011a,b), an upward trend of the SAM and the
nonlinearity of its impact (Cai et al. 2011b, and references
therein), and Indian Ocean warming trends (Ummenhofer
et al. 2008).

Rainfall trends over southeast Australia in spring are
weaker than in autumn and highly insignificant from
1950 [Fig. 1c(iv); p value = 0.54], as most of the deficit occurs in the mid-1990s (Ummenhofer et al. 2009). The
weak spring rainfall decline does, however, display coherency with an intensification in the subtropical
ridge (Timbal and Drosdowsky 2013, and references
therein). Spring rainfall is also linked to trends and
variability in the IOD (Ummenhofer et al. 2009), which
has displayed an unprecedentedly high frequency of
positive events during recent decades (Ihara et al.
2008; Abram et al. 2008; Cai et al. 2009b). High num-
ers of positive IOD events tend to be associated with
prolonged dry periods across southeast Australia
(Ummenhofer et al. 2011); these IOD events not only
weaken heavy rainfall over southeast Australia during
winter and spring but also increase the risk of hotter
spring extreme temperatures (Min et al. 2013). Positive
IOD events also increase the risk of major bushfire oc-
currences across the southern Australian states, as was
witnessed in February 2009 (Cai et al. 2009a; Bureau of
Meteorology 2010b).

The southeast Queensland summer rainfall decline
since the midtwentieth century is statistically signifi-
cant [Fig. 1d(v)], however, symptomatic of wet decades
during the 1950s and 1970s. The wet decade spike in the
1950s is also observed across eastern Australia in winter
[Fig. 1b(ii)]. If trends are taken over 1960–2009 instead,
they are not statistically significant (not shown). This sug-
gests that the summer drought over southeast Queensland
and winter drought across eastern Australia prior to
2009 might not be part of a long-term declining trend
[Figs. 1b(iii),d(v)], but associated with the interdecadal
Pacific oscillation (IPO), which modulates the influence
from ENSO on decadal time scales (Power et al. 1999,
2006; Cai et al. 2010; Speer et al. 2011; Gergis and
Ashcroft 2012). During a positive phase of the IPO, such
as that which persisted from the late 1970s to 2007 (Cai
et al. 2010), the eastern equatorial Pacific is warmer than
average (Power et al. 2006), moving the location of the
atmospheric convection center eastward. Even with a La Niña–induced westward shift, the convection center is still too far east to influence northeast Australia: conditions that lead to a prolonged drought. Since 2008, the IPO has switched to its negative phase (Cai and van Rensch 2012), and an influence from consecutive La Niña events combined with anomalously warm local sea surface temperatures (SSTs) contributed to extreme rainfall events in 2010 and 2011 (Cai and van Rensch 2012; Evans and Boyer-Souchet 2012).

b. Climate change and the Millennium Drought: An important issue

The decade-long duration, unprecedented severity, and vast spatial coverage of the Millennium Drought occurred in a period in which many of the warmest years in terms of global mean temperature were also recorded (CSIRO and Bureau of Meteorology 2012). The extent to which global warming–induced circulation changes have played a part in the drought is a question that has attracted strong public and scientific interest. In terms of the three climate variability modes, there was an unprecedentedly high frequency of positive IOD events (Cai et al. 2009d), a general lack of La Niña events in the 2000s (Ummenhofer et al. 2009), and an upward trend of the SAM (e.g., Marshall 2003; Purich et al. 2013). Thus, the recent behavior of these three modes may have contributed in various degrees to the drought conditions across southern Australia, as in other drought periods (e.g., Verdon-Kidd and Kiem 2009).

An approach to unravel how global warming might have contributed to the drought is through the examination of decadal averages in rainfall (e.g., Gallant et al. 2012). Another is to examine long-term trends and climate mode indices to see whether the severity of the drought may have been a result of natural variability imposed on a long-term climate change–induced decline in rainfall. To this end, it is useful to examine if such decadal averages and trends are generated in a multimodel ensemble average (MMEA) of climate models forced by natural and anthropogenic factors that induce climate change. This approach is useful because variability-induced trends, although present in individual models, are independent from model to model. Thus, a MMEA largely removes natural variability (e.g., Purich et al. 2013), to give a climate change estimate, common across all models. The MMEA approach is also applied to calculate decadal regional rainfall averages and long-term trends that are congruent with trends in the modeled climate indices. This reveals whether the influence on rainfall occurs through a response of the modes of variability to climate change. To achieve this we use the latest generation of global coupled climate models from phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5; Taylor et al. 2012).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the data and methods used in this study are presented (section 2), then we describe the observed teleconnection of Australian rainfall with the three modes of variability that influence Australia’s climate (section 3) before investigating the regional rainfall deficit during the Millennium Drought in the context of decadal averages and long-term trends (section 4). We then evaluate climate model simulations of variability modes and their impact on rainfall (section 5) and the extent to which the rainfall trends are congruent with trends in climate modes (section 6).

2. Data and methods

In this study, we focus on trends in Australian rainfall, and its influence on drought, rather than on other drought indicators such as soil moisture content (e.g., Ummenhofer et al. 2011). To investigate factors responsible for such rainfall trends, we use monthly observations and CMIP5 climate model data, averaged over the four austral seasons defined in this study: autumn [April–May (AM)], winter [June–August (JJA)], spring [September–November (SON)], and summer [December–March (DJFM)]. For Australia, March is a transition month during which the climate is characterized with features that typically resemble a dry summer climate in southern Australia and a monsoon regime in the north, and therefore it is grouped with the summer months. Linear trends in rainfall, and the metrics of ENSO, IOD, SAM, and the Southern Hemisphere (SH) subtropical Hadley cell edge (HCE) are calculated over 1950–2009 for the observations and 1950–2005 for the models; 2005 being the last year of their respective historical experiments (Taylor et al. 2012).

In our analysis, ENSO and the SAM are calculated using empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis so that variations in the spatial patterns among different models are accounted for (e.g., Saji and Yamagata 2003). The IOD is not defined using EOF analysis—as without detrending prior to analysis (as in Weller and Cai 2013), the IOD and a basinwide IOD-like warming mode are poorly separated (Zheng et al. 2013), leading to an ambiguous IOD signal. The ENSO index is defined as the principal component time series of the first EOF of SST anomalies in the tropical Pacific Ocean, over

1 The SAM index trend is calculated from 1957, as it is corrected to the Marshall definition (Marshall 2003).
20°S–20°N, 120°E–80°W (similar to Saji and Yamagata 2003). To test the sensitivity to this ENSO definition, an alternative index is calculated [the Niño-3.4 index; areal average SST in the equatorial Pacific Ocean (5°S–5°N, 120°–170°W)], and the results are found to be robust (not shown). TheIOD is defined using the dipole mode index (DMI), which is the SST difference across the western and eastern tropical Indian Ocean (Saji et al. 1999); it has been used in various modeling and observational studies (e.g., Cai et al. 2013, and references therein). We restrict our analysis to the DMI definition over winter and spring, when the IOD peaks. The SAM index is defined as the principal component time series of the first EOF of MSLP anomalies from 20° to 90°S (Purich et al. 2013). To test the sensitivity to this SAM definition, an alternate index is calculated (the difference between normalized zonal-mean MSLP at 40° and 65°S, as in Ho et al. 2012), and it is found that varying the SAM definition does not alter the results. The HCE is calculated using the meridional mass streamfunction definition (Johanson and Fu 2009), with the position described as the subtropical latitude where the meridional mass streamfunction at 500 hPa becomes zero (~30°–40°S). This definition has been used extensively in observational and modeling studies (Hu and Fu 2007; Son et al. 2009; Cai et al. 2012; Min and Son 2013; Purich et al. 2013).

Rainfall observations at a resolution of 0.05° × 0.05° are utilized from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (Jones et al. 2009). To calculate the observational ENSO and IOD indices, SST is taken from the Met Office Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature dataset (HadISST; Rayner et al. 2003) and bilinearly interpolated to a 1° × 1° grid. To calculate the observational SAM index, MSLP is taken from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction–National Center for Atmospheric Research reanalysis (NNR; Kalnay et al. 1996) and also bilinearly interpolated to a 1° × 1° grid. However, it is known that spurious trends exist in the NNR at southern high latitudes (Marshall 2003); to correct for this, MSLP is regressed onto an observational station-based SAM index before EOF analysis (Marshall 2003; Purich et al. 2013). For consistency, the observed HCE is calculated from NNR meridional winds.

We utilize outputs of precipitation (42 models), SST (29 models), MSLP (38 models), and meridional wind (42 models) from the CMIP5 historical experiment archive, as listed in Table 1 (Taylor et al. 2012). All model output is bilinearly interpolated to a 1° × 1° grid. For the modeled trend and regression spatial patterns, one simulation from each model is used (r1i1p1), to avoid weighting models with more than one simulation. For the scatterplots showing individual model trends, all available simulations for each model are used, and for MMEA scatterplots, ensemble averages are used where available, but each model is weighted equally. Multimodel trends in precipitation and climate indices are determined by first calculating the MMEA time series for each variable, and then calculating the trend of this averaged time series. The statistical significance of the trends is based on a two-sided t test, while for the drought anomaly composites, the significance is a t test based on the difference of two means (drought period and climatological period; 1900–90).

Rainfall trends are investigated over the whole of Australia; however, we focus on four defined regions as shown in Fig. 1: southeast Queensland (between 22° and 30.5°S, east of 150.5°E), eastern New South Wales (between 30.5° and 36.5°S, east of 150.5°E), southeast Australia (south of 33°S, east of 135°E), and SWWA (southwest of the line joining 30°S, 115°E and 35°S, 120°E). All four regions experienced widespread rainfall deficiencies during the Millennium Drought (Fig. 1).

For each climate mode (ENSO, IOD, SAM, and HCE), we use climate models forced with climate change over the twentieth century to examine (i) whether there are long-term trends in the indices; (ii) whether there is an associated coherent teleconnection pattern similar to that observed (i.e., Fig. 2); and (iii) whether the rainfall trends are consistent with the response of major modes of climate variability. The climate index–congruent precipitation trend [Rain-trend]_{ind}(x, y) is determined for each model by regressing the linearly detrended rainfall [Rain]_{dt}(x, y, t) at each grid point onto the linearly detrended climate index [Index]_{dt}(t) and multiplying by the climate index trend (Index-trend); that is,

\[
\text{Rain-trend} \big|_{\text{ind}}(x, y) = \text{regression}[\text{Rain}]_{\text{dt}}(x, y, t), \text{Index}]_{\text{dt}}(t) \times \text{Index-trend}. \tag{1}
\]

This is carried out for the observations and for each model and then averaged across all models (e.g., Thompson and Solomon 2002; Cai et al. 2009d; Purich et al. 2013). Statistical significance for the congruent trends is based on a two-sided t test; regions that show significance are where the regression and index trend values are both significant.

3. Impact of climate variability on observed Australia rainfall

In this section, we briefly describe the influence of the climate modes on Australian precipitation over 1950–2009,


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Model expansion</th>
<th>Modeling group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS1.0</td>
<td>Australian Community Climate and Earth-System Simulator (ACCESS), version 1.0</td>
<td>Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) and Bureau of Meteorology (BoM), Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS1.3</td>
<td>ACCESS, version 1.3</td>
<td>College of Global Change and Earth System Science (GCESS), China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNU-ESM*</td>
<td>Beijing Normal University (BNU)–Earth System Model</td>
<td>National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSM4</td>
<td>Community Climate System Model, version 4</td>
<td>National Science Foundation (NSF), U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), and NCAR, United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (BGC)*</td>
<td>Community Earth System Model (CESM), version 1–Biogeochemistry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (CAM5)*</td>
<td>CESM, version 1 (Community Atmosphere Model, version 5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (CAM5.1–FV2)**</td>
<td>CESM, version 1 (Community Atmosphere Model, version 5.1 and second-order finite volume dynamical core)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (FASTCHEM)*</td>
<td>CESM, version 1 (with FASTCHEM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESM1 (WACCM)*</td>
<td>CESM, version 1 (Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMCC-CM</td>
<td>CMCC Climate Model</td>
<td>Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per i Cambiamenti Climatici (CMCC), Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNRM-CM5</td>
<td>CNRM Coupled Global Climate Model, version 5</td>
<td>Centre National de Recherches Méteorologiques (CNRM) and Centre Européen de Recherche et de Formation Avancée en Calcul Scientifique (CERFACS), France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSIRO Mk3.6.0</td>
<td>CSIRO Mark, version 3.6.0</td>
<td>CSIRO and Queensland Climate Change Centre of Excellence (QCCC), Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CanESM2</td>
<td>Second Generation Canadian Earth System Model</td>
<td>Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (CCma), Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC-EARTH**</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>EC-Earth Consortium, Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGOALS-g2</td>
<td>Flexible Global Ocean–Atmosphere–Land System Model gridpoint, version 2.0</td>
<td>State Key Laboratory of Numerical Modeling for Atmospheric Sciences and Geophysical Fluid Dynamics (LASG) and Center for Earth System Science (CESS), Tsinghua University, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGOALS-s2</td>
<td>Flexible Global Ocean–Atmosphere–Land System Model, second spectral version</td>
<td>LASG and Institute of Atmospheric Physics (IAP), China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIO-ESM</td>
<td>FIO Earth System Model</td>
<td>First Institute of Oceanography (FIO), China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL-CM2p1**</td>
<td>GFDL Climate Model, version 2.1</td>
<td>National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Geophysical Fluid Dynamics (GFDL), United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL-CM3</td>
<td>GFDL Climate Model, version 3</td>
<td>Laboratory (GFDL), United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL-ESM2G</td>
<td>GFDL Earth System Model with Generalized Ocean Layer Dynamics (GOLD) component</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M</td>
<td>GFDL Earth System Model with Modular Ocean Model 4 (MOM4) component</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS-E2-H</td>
<td>GISS Model E2, coupled with the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM)</td>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS), United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS-E2-R</td>
<td>GISS Model E2, coupled with the Russell ocean model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HadGEM2-AO</td>
<td>Hadley Centre Global Environment Model (HadGEM), version 2 - Atmosphere and Ocean</td>
<td>National Institute of Meteorological Research (NIMR) and Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA), Korea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HadCM3</td>
<td>Hadley Centre Coupled Model, version 3</td>
<td>Met Office Hadley Centre (MOHC), United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HadGEM2-CC</td>
<td>HadGEM, version 2 - Carbon Cycle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HadGEM2-ES</td>
<td>HadGEM, version 2 - Earth System</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-LR</td>
<td>IPSL Coupled Model, version 5A, coupled with Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO), low resolution</td>
<td>L’Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace (IPSL), France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-MR</td>
<td>IPSL Coupled Model, version 5A, coupled with NEMO, mid resolution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5B-LR</td>
<td>IPSL Coupled Model, version 5B, low resolution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
assuming linearity. We note the impact from these modes varies on decadal time scales (e.g., Power et al. 1999), and the correlation pattern may vary depending on the exact period over which the analysis is conducted.

**a. Teleconnection with ENSO**

ENSO triggers tropical and extratropical teleconnections through its SST and associated convection variations. The tropical teleconnection is an equatorially trapped, deep baroclinic response to the diabatic convective heating anomalies induced by tropical SST anomalies (Gill 1980). The atmospheric manifestation of this direct tropical teleconnection is the Southern Oscillation, of which the impact is mainly confined to near-tropical latitudes and can affect eastern and northeastern Australian rainfall in most seasons except for April–May (Figs. 2a–d). The tropical diabatic heating anomalies also excite equivalent-barotropic Rossby wave trains that propagate into the extratropics (Hoskins and Karoly 1981). However, the anomaly centers are located in the southern South Pacific and have no direct pathway of influence to southern Australia (Cai et al. 2011a). Instead, ENSO is able to influence southern Australia’s climate through a near-tropical response, but is also modulated by an Indian Ocean basin mode (Chambers et al. 1999; Klein et al. 1999; Xie et al. 2009), which is in part induced by and highly coherent with ENSO. The basinwide warming mode generates an equivalent-barotropic Rossby wave train through convection anomalies over northern Australia. The wave train shares an anomaly center over Tasman Sea latitudes with the PSA pattern, shifting the anomaly center of the PSA pattern closer to Australia, and thus affecting southeast Australia (Cai and van Rensch 2013).

**b. Impact from the IOD**

Tropical and extratropical responses are also associated with the IOD during winter and spring (Saji and Yamagata 2003; Cai et al. 2011a). The equivalent-barotropic Rossby waves emanating from the east pole (winter) and from both poles (spring) of the IOD, referred to respectively as the eastern and western Indian Ocean wave trains, are major pathways whereby the IOD impact is conveyed to mid- to high-latitude regions (Cai et al. 2011a). A result of the wave trains is the presence of an anticyclone south of Australia during
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### Table 1. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Model expansion</th>
<th>Modeling group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIROC-ESM*</td>
<td>MIROC, Earth System Model</td>
<td>Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROC-ESM-CHEM*</td>
<td>MIROC, Earth System Model, Chemistry Coupled</td>
<td>(MIROC), Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIROCS</td>
<td>MIROC, version 5</td>
<td>Max Planck Institute (MPI), Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI-ESM-LR</td>
<td>MPI Earth System Model, low resolution</td>
<td>Max Planck Institute (MPI), Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI-ESM-MR</td>
<td>MPI Earth System Model, medium resolution</td>
<td>Max Planck Institute (MPI), Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI-CGCM3</td>
<td>MRI Coupled Atmosphere–Ocean General Circulation Model, version 3</td>
<td>Meteorological Research Institute (MRI), Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NorESM1-M</td>
<td>Norwegian Earth System Model (NorESM), version 1 (intermediate resolution)</td>
<td>Norwegian Climate Centre (NCC), Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NorESM1-ME</td>
<td>NorESM, version 1, intermediate resolution, with prognostic biogeochemical cycling</td>
<td>Norwegian Climate Centre (NCC), Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC_CSM1.1*</td>
<td>BCC, Climate System Model, version 1.1</td>
<td>Beijing Climate Center (BCC), China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCC_CSM1.1(m)**</td>
<td>BCC, Climate System Model, version 1.1, with moderate resolution</td>
<td>Beijing Climate Center (BCC), China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INM-CM4.0</td>
<td>INM Coupled Model, version 4.0</td>
<td>Institute of Numerical Mathematics (INM), Russia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SST data not available (ENSO and IOD not calculated).*

**SST data not available (ENSO and IOD not calculated) and MSLP data not available (SAM not calculated).**
a positive IOD, influencing southern Australian winter rainfall (Fig. 2e). During spring this high pressure center is located slightly eastward, and the corresponding area of influence covers most of central and southeast Australia (Fig. 2f). The anticyclone induces a poleward shift in the positions of rain-bearing weather systems that pass by southern Australia, thus reducing rainfall frequency and intensity.
c. Influence of the SAM

The SAM exhibits a strong seasonal impact predominantly associated with the seasonal movement of the extratropical westerly jet. In April–May, the mean latitude of the jet is not close enough to Australian latitudes for anomalous poleward movements associated with the SAM to affect rainfall variability over southern Australia (Fig. 2g). During winter the mean jet is located closer to the equator, shifting westerly weather systems northward such that they affect southern Australia. A positive phase of the SAM is associated with a poleward contraction in the mean jet and the westerly weather systems, leading to anomalously dry winter conditions across southeast and southwest Australia (Fig. 2h; e.g., Cai and Cowan 2006; Hendon et al. 2007; Hope et al. 2010). In spring and summer, the mean jet is sufficiently poleward such that westerly winds do not prevail, allowing easterly weather systems to bring moist onshore flow to eastern Australia. A positive SAM and the associated poleward shift of the westerly jet promote development of such easterly weather systems, occasionally through blocking high events, leading to increased rainfall over eastern Australia (Hendon et al. 2007; Cowan et al. 2013; Pook et al. 2013).

d. Impact from Hadley cell edge variability

Another process that influences rainfall variability is the poleward movement of the SH HCE, which describes a zonal average of the large-scale atmospheric vertical circulation that carries rising tropical heat and moisture poleward to the extratropics (e.g., Hu and Fu 2007). The regions beneath the descending branches of the Hadley cell are marked as subtropical dry zones (Seidel et al. 2008). Variability of the HCE and a poleward expansion of the dry zone have been used to explain the observed mid-to-late autumn rainfall reduction over southeast Australia (Cai et al. 2012). Prior to the 1980s, an anomalous poleward expansion of the subtropical dry zone was associated with anomalously low rainfall over southern Australia (Cai et al. 2012). However since the 1980s, this relationship has been absent, as the HCE has moved beyond southern Australia latitudes such that variations no longer have a signature in rainfall (Figs. 3d–f of Cai et al. 2012).

4. Historical context of the Millennium Drought rainfall deficit

a. Comparison with the World War II Drought (1936–45)

One way to place the Millennium Drought in historical context is to compare it with the World War II (WWII) Drought: the preceding severe drought to affect much of Australia (Verdon-Kidd and Kiem 2009; Ummenhofer et al. 2009). Rainfall averages over two 10-yr periods (1936–45 and 2000–09) reveal commonalities and differences (Fig. 3). First, a mid-to-late autumn rainfall deficit is seen in both periods: during the WWII Drought the deficit was wide spread (Fig. 3a), but during the Millennium Drought it is concentrated and more severe over eastern and southeast Australia (Fig. 3e). Second, during both droughts, winter rainfall deficit over southeast Australia displays a similar pattern (Figs. 3b,f), except over Tasmania. This may be due to regional orographic influences across Tasmania’s west coast or the dominance of particular climate modes during the different decades, such as PSA suppression of positive SAM and El Niño events (Hill et al. 2009). However, during the WWII drought winter rainfall over SWWA is actually above the 1900–90 average, in sharp contrast to the Millennium Drought, when a significantly low rainfall anomaly is observed (Fig. 3f). Third, both droughts feature lower rainfall anomalies over southeast Australia during spring (Figs. 3c,g), although the deficit during the Millennium Drought is less severe (Verdon-Kidd and Kiem 2009) and mainly confined to eastern coastal Victoria than that during the WWII Drought. The similarity in the winter and spring patterns between the two droughts suggests common dynamics; both periods feature a high frequency of positive IOD events (Cai et al. 2009c,d; Ummenhofer et al. 2009). Finally, although both droughts feature only a small summer rainfall reduction over southeast Australia, the rainfall deficit over eastern Australia is substantial (Figs. 3d,h). Sparsely populated northwest Australia experienced dry conditions during the WWII Drought, but a strong increase in rainfall during the Millennium Drought; however, this is not the focus of this study.

Based on comparison of the rainfall anomaly composites during these two drought periods, only the Millennium Drought autumn deficit in southeast Australia and the winter deficit in SWWA are more severe than regional/seasonal deficits during the WWII Drought. This suggests that, with the exception of the southeast Australia autumn and SWWA winter deficits, the severe conditions observed during the Millennium Drought can be induced by natural variability alone, as they have been observed previously during a period with little climate change forcing.

b. Observed rainfall trends congruent with trends in climate indices

Given the impact of the three main climate modes on rainfall, we examine whether trends in their indices contribute to the long-term rainfall trends over 1950–2009.
FIG. 3. The 10-yr-averaged observed rainfall anomalies (referenced to 1900–90 climatology) for AM, JJA, SON, and DJFM: (a)–(d) World War II Drought (1935–46) and (e)–(h) Millennium Drought (2000–09). Anomalies are shaded with units of millimeters per day. Stippling indicates regions where the anomalies are significantly different from the climatology at the 95% level as determined by a two sided t test.
We use Eq. (1) to analyze the observed congruent trends (Fig. 4). This reveals that despite the broad ENSO impact across most seasons (Figs. 2a–d), a lack of statistically significant trends in the observed ENSO index means there is little ENSO-congruent trend in any season (Figs. 4a–d). Trends congruent with the IOD contribute to a scattered winter and a broad spring rainfall reduction over southern Australia (Figs. 4e–f), consistent with an upward trend of the IOD during these seasons (Ihara et al. 2008; Abram et al. 2008; Cai
et al. 2009c,d). Although an upward trend of the winter SAM should contribute to a winter rainfall reduction over SWWA and parts of southeast Australia (Fig. 4b), trends in the SAM are not statistically significant during winter over this period; however, DJFM SAM trends are significant, and as such would contribute to a summer rainfall increase over much of eastern Australia (Hendon et al. 2007). Thus, the weak ENSO trend generates a weak summer rainfall decrease, largely offset by the SAM-induced rainfall increase. These long-term offsetting trends are opposite to their impacts on interannual time scales, in which El Niño is associated with negative SAM (Codron 2005; L’Heureux and Thompson 2006; Fogt and Bromwich 2006; Pohl et al. 2010), both leading to reduced summer rainfall across eastern Australia.

We have not explicitly addressed the impact from a poleward shift of the HCE. As this is a position index, it makes little sense to apply a detrending procedure, as the application would potentially impose a nonmeaningful relationship to regions where fluctuations of the HCE no longer show coherence with rainfall. Therefore, the procedure of seeking congruent trends cannot be used. This is shown to be the case in the post-1980 period for April–May (Cai et al. 2012); the descending branch of the SH HCE has passed beyond Australian latitudes such that its fluctuation no longer influences southeast Australian rainfall. Despite this, there is a strong correlation between the SAM and HCE indices (Purich et al. 2013). Therefore, the impact of the HCE may be gauged through the impacts of the SAM.

5. Model simulation of climate variability impact on Australia rainfall

Before assessing the climate variability impact on Australian rainfall as simulated by CMIP5 models, it is first important to assess how well these models simulate the variability of the climate modes and regional rainfall on interannual and interdecadal time scales. The modeled spatial patterns of the first EOF of SST in the tropical Pacific Ocean reasonably represent an ENSO-like pattern when compared to observations (not shown). The first EOF pattern in the observations accounts for approximately 48%, 55%, 68%, and 65% of their total variance in AM, JJA, SON, and DJFM, respectively. In the models, the first EOF accounts for 22%–54%, 27%–61%, 32%–63%, and 23%–75% of the variance in AM, JJA, SON, and DJFM, respectively. These results are similar to other EOF representations of the SAM in CMIP5 models (e.g., Purich et al. 2013).

An assessment of the models’ ability to simulate regionally and seasonally averaged precipitation decadal variability is undertaken (not shown). For the regions and seasons of interest here, the observed decadal variability is within the spread of variability displayed by individual models, except for eastern New South Wales in JJA, where all models substantially underestimate decadal variability. For both southeast Australia and SWWA in JJA, although the observations lie within the intermodel spread, the majority of models underestimate the decadal standard deviations of rainfall.

Based on outputs from the CMIP5 climate models, the teleconnections of Australian rainfall with ENSO, the IOD, and the SAM are constructed using a MMMA. While an overall pattern resembling that observed is generated for the IOD and SAM from winter through to summer, and for ENSO in spring and summer, unrealistic features also exist. For ENSO, there is a weak (and insignificant) modeled teleconnection in April–May, similar to what is observed (Figs. 2a, 5a). In winter, the observations show a broad teleconnection over eastern Australia; however, the models underestimate the impact, in part attributable to the averaging across models (Fig. 5b), although the modeled maximum is located in the central east coast as for observations. In spring, a broader spatial teleconnection pattern is generated by the models, with a somewhat realistic...
distribution across the eastern half of Australia, although this is again generally weaker in magnitude than that observed (Fig. 5c). The modeled extension of the ENSO impact into southeast Australia is conducted through coherence with the model IOD, similar to that observed (Cai et al. 2011a; Weller and Cai 2013). Because of the model resolution, the teleconnection pattern displayed by the MMEA in spring lacks detailed
6. Simulated Australian rainfall trends congruent with trends in modes of variability

A MMEA of the regional rainfall time series allows the extent to which rainfall changes are attributable to climate change to be gauged. A rainfall anomaly in any given historical model experiment contains a component that is forced by climate change and a component that is attributable to internal natural variability. A separation of these components is somewhat possible through the MMEA process, as the independent internal variability of each simulation is cancelled out in a MMEA, leaving predominantly the common climate change component (Hegerl et al. 2007). This multi-model, finger-printing process has been used extensively in previous studies to distinguish the roles of anthropogenic and natural forcings on climate trends (e.g., Gleckler et al. 2012). A MMEA of rainfall trends (Figs. 6a–d) and comparison with those observed (Fig. 1), however, suggests that the rainfall decline over most regions since 1950 may not be attributable to climate change, with the exception of the winter rainfall reduction over SWWA.

The differences between the observed and modeled trends since 1950 are analyzed further in Fig. 6e for selected regions that observed a long-term rainfall decline (regardless of significance). The MMEA does not implicate climate change in the observed April–May rainfall reduction over southeast Australia, with only about half of the models producing a reduction in the April–May rainfall and none producing a reduction even half the magnitude of that observed (Fig. 7a). The models’ inability might be due to a deficiency in producing the associated dynamics of the poleward expansion of the subtropical dry zone (Lu et al. 2007), as discussed below. By contrast, the majority of models are able to simulate a winter rainfall reduction in SWWA comparable to that observed (Fig. 7b); thus, over SWWA, about half of the observed winter rainfall decline since 1950 is attributable to climate change (Fig. 6e), consistent with results using CMIP3 output (Cai and Cowan 2006). Despite the large observed declines in southeast Queensland summer rainfall, the MMEA actually indicates a weak rainfall increase, as a result of the modeled SAM rainfall coherence in this region (Fig. 5j).

Comparing rainfall anomalies during the Millennium Drought period to the WWII Drought period is useful to determine whether similar anomalies occurred during a period with little climate change forcing, and thus whether natural variability alone may account for such anomalies. Figure 8 shows the regionally averaged observed (blue) and MMEA (red) decade-long rainfall anomalies for the WWII (Fig. 8a) and Millennium (Fig. 8b) Droughts. During the WWII Drought, all of the MMEA anomalies are close to zero, as would be expected as climate change forcing during this period was minimal, and thus the effects of climate change were minor. The observed rainfall deficit in southeast Australia during spring is statistically significant, but all other rainfall anomalies are insignificant. This indicates that for southeast Australia, strong decadal rainfall deficits during spring may result from natural variability alone. In Fig. 8b, it can be seen that the observed rainfall anomalies in southeast Australia during autumn and SWWA during winter are statistically significant. However, only the SWWA winter rainfall deficit can be partially attributed to climate change, as this is the only region/season where the MMEA also exhibits a statistically significant anomaly. Based on this, it is likely that climate change did contribute to part of the Millennium Drought in SWWA. It is uncertain whether the strong autumn rainfall deficit in southeast Australia is attributable to natural variability alone, as climate models...
FIG. 6. (a)–(d) As in Figs. 1a–d, but for the CMIP5 MMEA over 1950–2005. The first run (r1i1p1) of each available model is included in the ensemble; 42 models are used. A multimodel-averaged precipitation time series is first calculated, and the trend determined from this series. Trends are shaded with units of millimeters per day. Stippling indicates regions where the average trend is statistically significant at the 95% level as determined by a two-sided $t$ test.

(e) Summary of regional rainfall total trends for the MMEA (red triangles; 1950–2005) and observations (blue squares; 1950–2009) for AM over SEA; JJA over SWWA and ENSW; SON over SEA; and DJFM over SEQ. Ensemble averages for individual models are used in the MMEA. Error bars show the 2.5% and 97.5% confidence levels associated with trends.
underestimate some of the processes that may have been responsible for the rainfall deficit, such as the poleward shift of the HCE.

We next examine simulated rainfall trends congruent with trends in modes of variability. The individual and cumulative effects of congruent trends must both be considered, as there is a possibility that the contribution of individual modes is correct in sign, but that their relative importance is different in the models compared to the observations.

Figure 9 shows the simulated seasonal trends in ENSO, the IOD, the SAM, and the HCE, while Figs. 10 and 11 display the associated rainfall trend patterns. There is a statistically significant positive trend in the modeled ENSO index in each season, comparable in magnitude to that observed (Fig. 9a). These trends result in a rainfall reduction in all seasons, generally consistent with that observed (Fig. 4), but because the modeled ENSO teleconnection pattern is weak, the congruent trend is also weak and generally insignificant, except during spring over eastern and central Australia (Figs. 10a–d). It is interesting that the ENSO-congruent trend produces a rainfall reduction over northwest Australia (Fig. 10d): an artifact of the unrealistic ENSO teleconnections in the
climate models, linked to a western Pacific SST bias (Weller and Cai 2013).

In both winter and spring, the modeled IOD trends are considerably weaker than observed; however, both modeled trends are statistically significant and are within the observed confidence limits (Fig. 9b). The IOD trend in the CMIP3 models over 1950–99 has been shown to be about 80% of a standard deviation (Cai et al. 2009c); however, the reason for the weak IOD trends in CMIP5 models remains poorly understood. Nevertheless, they translate to weaker IOD-congruent rainfall trends in the models compared to the observed, although the sign of the MMEA congruent change in spring is consistent with the observed (cf. Figs. 4e,f and 10e,f). Note that although modeled trends are weakly significant in Fig. 9b, in Figs. 10e,f no significance is seen as a slightly different subset of the models is used (individual model ensemble averages are used in Fig. 9b where available, but not in Figs. 10e,f). In the MMEA, the IOD-congruent trend is not consistent with the modeled total rainfall trend (Fig. 6c), suggesting that an offsetting trend congruent with other modes is also important.

The MMEA SAM trend is largest in summer (Fig. 9c), but the corrected reanalyses show the largest trend in April–May, followed by summer. This discrepancy is consistent with previous studies on the simulation of SAM trends by models (e.g., Fogt et al. 2009). In winter, the modeled SAM-congruent rainfall trends show a maximum rainfall reduction over SWWA (Fig. 10h), whereas for spring, the SAM-congruent trend leads to an increase in rainfall over eastern Australian (Fig. 10i), offsetting the reduction congruent with ENSO and the IOD. This offsetting effect from a SAM-congruent rainfall increase upon an ENSO-congruent decrease is also seen in summer (Fig. 10j), but the MMEA impact from the SAM appears to dominate that from ENSO, leading to a rainfall increase in eastern New South Wales (Fig. 6d).

The simulated poleward shifts in the SH HCE are far smaller than in reanalysis for all seasons (Fig. 9d). In addition, the majority of the models underestimate decadal variability in the HCE, although the observations lie within the intermodel spread (not shown). As with trends in the SAM, while the simulated maximum shift occurs in summer, the maximum observed shift occurs in April–May. The differences between the magnitudes of the observed and MMEA shifts are considerable; during summer (autumn) the observed trends exceed the MMEA trend by a factor of 4 (6). In the reanalysis, the HCE has shifted beyond the latitudes of southern Australia, such that interannual variability of the HCE no longer influences southern Australia rainfall (Cai et al. 2012). This means that using the sensitivity of observed rainfall to HCE movements and the total shift in the HCE to estimate a trend-congruent rainfall change is not...
However, because the modeled shift is many times smaller than that observed, in the models the HCE influence has not shifted beyond Australian latitudes, so the HCE-congruent trends in rainfall are calculated (Fig. 11).

A major feature in the MMEA HCE-congruent trends is a rainfall increase across much of Australia in spring and summer, associated with the poleward shift in the HCE and tropical wet-zone expansion (Figs. 11c,d,g,h). In April–May, this wetting process does not influence southeast Australia and SWWA because climatological rainfall to the north of these regions is less than in the regions themselves, such that a poleward HCE shift equates to a dry-zone expansion (rather than a wet-zone expansion; Cai et al. 2012). During winter a poleward expansion of the HCE leads to a slight rainfall reduction in southern coastal regions (Figs. 11b,f). Thus, despite the vast underestimation of the poleward shift of the HCE, the MMEA does suggest that a statistically significant shift occurs because of climate change, and such a shift potentially contributes to autumn and winter rainfall reductions over southern Australia (although such reductions themselves are not statistically significant).

**Fig. 9.** Summary of seasonal MMEA (red triangles; 1950–2005) and observed (blue squares; 1950–2009) total trends in (a) ENSO (EOF time series units), (b) IOD (°C; JJA and SON only), (c) SAM (EOF time series units), and (d) SH HCE (°lat poleward shift). Where multiple runs for individual models are available, an ensemble average is first calculated, and this ensemble averaged is used in the MMEA. Error bars show the 2.5% and 97.5% confidence levels associated with trends.
Throughout this analysis, we have not addressed the interaction between climate modes among these models. It is well known that on seasonal time scales, a positive IOD is often associated with El Niño, which is in turn associated with a negative SAM phase, while a positive SAM often reflects the poleward shift of the HCE (e.g., Risbey et al. 2009). These relationships do not necessarily hold in response to climate change: for example,

![CMIP5 MMEA seasonal rainfall trends over 1950–2005 congruent with trends in (a)–(d) ENSO, (e)–(f) IOD (only JJA and SON), and (g)–(j) SAM. Congruent trends are determined by calculating the regression coefficient between detrended rainfall and climate indices and multiplying by the trends in the climate indices. Congruent trends are calculated for each model individually and then averaged across models. Trends are shaded with units of millimeters per day. Stippling indicates regions where the average regression coefficient is statistically significant and the relevant climate index trend is also significant, both at the 95% level as determined by a two-sided t test.](image-url)
FIG. 11. (a)–(d) As in Fig. 5 and (e)–(h) as in Fig. 10, but for CMIP5 MMEA rainfall regression coefficients and trends congruent with the SH HCE trends. The first run (r1i1p1) of each available model is included in the ensemble: 42 models are used. Stippling indicates statistical significance as in Figs. 5 and 10.
the poleward expansion of the HCE and the positive SAM trend follow their interannual relationship; however, ENSO and the SAM are both trending upward, as opposed to their coherence on interannual time scales (Wang and Cai 2013).

7. Conclusions

Spanning from the mid-1990s to the late 2000s, the Millennium Drought was the most severe drought experienced by southern Australia since instrumental record began in the 1900s. Despite its devastating impacts, the drought stimulated a large body of research, which gave rise to a better understanding of the processes associated with Australian rainfall variability on regional scales and the relative importance of climate modes in forcing associated long-term changes. This body of research is greatly aided by the unprecedented data resource of global climate models spanning across two model generations (i.e., CMIP3 and CMIP5) that are used to address whether climate change plays a role in inducing long-term rainfall trends. This study uses CMIP5 model output and examines (i) whether the observed rainfall trend is generated when much of the internal variability is removed through multimodel averaging, and (ii) whether the regional rainfall trends are consistent with the responses of the IOD, ENSO, SAM, and HCE. Decadal-mean anomalies in rainfall during the Millennium Drought are compared to those of the WWII Drought to gain further insight into whether such anomalies have occurred previously because of natural variability alone or were influenced by climate change.

CMIP5 model results confirm that the drought over southern Australia is at least in part attributable to a recent anthropogenic-induced change in the climate: (i) in SWWA an upward SAM trend (although not significant) contributed to the winter rainfall reductions; and (ii) in both SWWA and southeast Australia a poleward shift of the HCE may have partially contributed to the mid-to-late autumn and winter rainfall reductions, despite models severely underestimating the magnitude of this shift. The changes in these climate indices are partially attributable to greenhouse warming, despite the weak climate change fingerprint in the Millennium Drought in the models across eastern and southeast regions. This conclusion considers only rainfall changes during the drought and does not consider the unprecedented high temperatures experienced during the Millennium Drought compared to the WWII Drought (e.g., Ummenhofer et al. 2009). It is not clear how our results may be affected by model deficiencies associated with model resolution (e.g., Grose et al. 2012) and tropical biases such as the equatorial Pacific cold tongue, the double intertropical convergence zone (Hwang and Frierson 2013), and the overly strong variability of the IOD (Cai and Cowan 2013b), which have implications for SH circulation and rainfall patterns.

Trends in the SAM and the HCE have also mitigated drought in other regions. In spring and summer, both the SAM and HCE trends are shown to induce a congruent rainfall-increasing trend in coastal regions of eastern Australia (e.g., Kang et al. 2011), compensating rainfall-reducing drivers and leading to little change in annual rainfall trends. The summer rainfall decline in southeast Queensland is not attributable to climate change, but strongly linked to multidecadal variability (e.g., Cai et al. 2010), and in this region CMIP5 models show an offsetting tendency between the impact of the SAM and ENSO trends.

The natural progression of this study is to examine whether observed rainfall changes are consistent with what is expected in the future under the projected CMIP5 scenarios, and this awaits investigation.
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